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“Setting and driving the child care agenda for San Francisco’s children and their families” 

 

 

 

 

JOINT Policy Meeting Notes 
CPAC and SF ECE Advocacy Coalition  

March 2, 2022 (9:30-10:30AM) 
 

Join via Zoom:  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88383287286?pwd=dVhvNDJvVG9ZOXFWYXg3RWU1dGdyZz09  

Passcode: 309970 

 
 

Time   Agenda Item      
 

9:30AM  Prop C Reserve Survey Results Review & Discussion 

 284 total respondents in English, Chinese and Spanish. Majority of respondents 

were FCC representatives, second were from Centers. 

 High support overall for each priority. Apprenticeship program received the most 

support, pre-natal care received the least support.  

 Concern about how money for housing fund is put out there and how to monitor. 

As we saw with CARES, some funds did not go to the intended recipients and 

some concern about who will oversee this, how, and what accountability 

measures will be put forward. 

o These are things that the community wants. It is still unclear if they are 

administratively possible, what that would look like, etc.  

 Where is the accountability for the housing and who will manage it? How does it 

support Prop C original intent, how do we partner with housing sector to support 

teacher housing instead of using these resources for that?  

 General concern about this use of Prop C dollars because it is not a sustainable 

or realistic use of funds; give compensation a top priority and housing, 

transportation, etc. follow 

 Look at what we have in place already, look at priorities and examine what we 

think should come out of Prop C and what priorities may not come out of Prop C 

funds 

 When presenting, we should be clear which funds are Prop C specific, and how 

survey results could be used for advocacy in general  

 There are a lot of programs that area already out there but nobody knows how to 

access them. How can we help people navigate?  

 Can we include some of the comments from the survey? 

 Advocacy Timeline – is there anything we need to change? 

o 3/4 Ingrid meeting to review results 

o 3/9 CPAC presentation 

o 3/10 CPAC Exec and SF ECE Advocacy Coalition vote to confirm 1 pager 

o March 10-May 30 External Advocacy (BOS, Mayor, etc.) 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88383287286?pwd%3DdVhvNDJvVG9ZOXFWYXg3RWU1dGdyZz09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw3mCE_o3m4dCoOWyAKbGLe0
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 Let’s ensure the message when presenting the results of this survey is feedback 

from ECE field, and it will support to inform Prop C funds and advocacy  

 How do we acknowledge that DEC has already put out a priority list that they 

want to see in the budget? This is a response / addition to what has been 

identified already  

 What we learned about reserve – all Prop C $$ was released/allocated already. 

Looking at what money doesn’t have a spending plan associated with it 

 Providing context in the next presentation is necessary to ensure there is a shared 

understanding, otherwise it leaves it open for assumptions/ misunderstanding. 

10:15AM  CPAC Add back Priorities 

 Last year we had 5-6 and had 3 funded. Looking for 3 priorities this year. 

Meeting with Mayor’s office March 14
th

 to discuss survey results and add back  

 Send draft to CPAC policy committee  

 

10:22AM  SPWG & CPAC 

 SPWG will continue to meet to plan / be involved in any work around Children’s 

First. Sara and Yohana will join these meetings to provide ECE guidance and 

CPAC will join regularly as well to represent ECE through CPAC. SPWG does 

not want to see the bigger umbrella agency. 

 This is an opportunity to bridge the gap between ECE and K-12 and after school 

programs.  

 Want to make sure that nothing comes out for November ballot. Ronen wants to 

put something out there for SFUSD for November but we should speak with her to 

see what she is thinking.  

 If legislation for k-12 comes out and ECE is not a part of it, what do we do? We 

have made it clear that we don’t want ECE to be involved at least for the next 

couple of years 

 SPWG is interested in bringing ECE community to the table to see what is being 

proposed and to come up with joint recommendations as key stakeholders in this 

process. Recommendations will go to Mayor, BOS, DCYF, however is in this 

process.  

 This will be a 3 month process. Keep Executive Committee regularly  

 Add regular updates at Policy & Leg as well as CPAC General meeting  

 Scope of Work: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QEn99BQ6Njyu7gjFpin5_UGUB9Mj2AFIx

O_gmUAhP8I/edit 
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